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CHAPrER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpose ot this thesis is to provide normative data on 
Rorschach movement responses for a sample ot ps,ychoneurotic patients. 
The systematic classification employed permits an investigation ot the 
many dimensions ot each type ot movement which is employed herein. 
It is generall,y agreed that the human movement response (M) is 
Rorschach's mos1l original contribution to his method of personality 
s1ludy and several later ~roaptanal1tic· investigators have stressed 
the importance of anjmaJ, (FM) and inaniBtate (m) movement. However, in 
Tiew of the wide application of the Rorschach test, it 18 difficult to 
justif')" the laclc of interest in publishing noru tor one ot its most 
ilIlportant scoring categories. The meager number ot normative studies 
which have appeared have usually e.plo"ed a noraal or unidentified 
sample and to th1a writer'. knowledge there are none which have appeared 
deal1Dg with the 1IlO~nt response alone. 
The need tor this type ot work is further emphasized when the 
multitude ot research which is reported on the th.eoretical and interpre-
tati ve aspect. ot the movaaent response is contrasted vi tn the scarCitY" 
ot normative work. While interesting and informative as this tormer 
type ot research may be, basic knowledge as to the number ot movement 
1 
2 
responses to expect, the type of 1Il0v.ent seen most often for each card, 
the 1dnd of 1Il0vaaent elicited, tbe predominant age level and projected 
sex of the concept are iDlportant factors to consider before placing 
interpretative significance upon a partiicular m.oveaent response. This 
point is made while taking cognizance of the fact that sample n01'll8 
10.8 their indinduallty and Dlut not 'be used in a ·cook-bookN fashion 
for a gi'ftn indindual Rorschach record. aleo, that a particular 
Rorschach ftl'iable i,. not str1ctl,y independent of all other varlablea 
in a record. However, tmm in new or tbe .. considerationa, normati ... 
data is of great. ftl.ue and has been sorel,y neglected on Rorschach 'Vari-
ables, parlicular1,y for P87Chiatrtc pat.ients. 
The initial purpose which this theais att_pt.s to fulfill is tbe 
reportiDg ot normative data on a UIIlple ot psychoneurotic patient,s tor 
the Rorschach aowment response whioh includes a number of important 
diMnsiou. ~hel"Ilore, tbe collected data will provide material tor 
future researoh posaibilitiu. 
OHAPTER II 
SURVEY OF THE LITERAtuRE 
The literature directly related to the present thesis, i.e., 
norm.ative work involving Rorschach Blovaent responses, is very scarce) 
and that done with a pqchiatric group such as psychoneurotics pract1-
cal.l¥ non-existent. However. were one to do a survey of aU the liter-
ature which bas appeared on the ma~ facets of movement responses, 
particularl;r the hUlan Dlo'WWent response, a volume 'WOuld easil;r result. 
This situation exemplifies the tremendous importance of, and interest 
in, the BDrschach movement Nsponses without the conCOlllitant considera-
tion that should be pa1d to no:nuti ve 'WOrk. 
The subsequent review will cover the trends in the literature under 
tour areas, all of which have relevance to the present thesis. The 
topics under discussion are as .followa. 
Defining and scoring aovaaent responses 
'1'baoretical aeaning attached to movement responses 
Results fl"OJtl nonutive studies 
Methodological problems 
Det1n1ng and Soor1:ng Moftllent Responses 
Rorschach detined the IIlOvement response &8 follows J 
Ho'Y8lJl8nt Responses are tbose interpretations which are dete:ndned. 
bY' tona p!rceptions I!WJ kinaesthetic tactors. The subject 
iIuiliiis the object terp:rei8d to be in llOt.ion .... One should not 
be aisled, howeftr, into considering .ach lIlO'V8.ent described or 
even demonstrated b7 t.he subject as 1Ddioating that. t.he an8Wel" is 
1c1naestheticall.7 det.rmined •••• th. indioation ot motion is otten 
~ a rhetorical embelliab1laeD.\ ot t.he answer, a secon~ ass0-
ciation •••• The tol1ow1ng JIl8.7 be taken as a rule. answers may- be 
oonsidered as ld.naestheticalq determ.1ned practical.l1' onl¥ when 
human beings or animals capable ot motion sailar to that ot hlJrWl 
beiDgs (JIlonke,.s, bears) are seen in the figures (Rorschach, 
1942, p. 2S). 
While tMs basic definition of the movement response i8 followed b,. the 
majority ot those who aaploy Rorschach's diagnostic method, various 
ltperceptanal1tic" workers have attapted to clarity the s;yatem EIDlplo,.ed 
tor scoring these responses. Several authors (Beck, 1944J PhUl1ps and 
Smith, 1953) point out that it does not require a Tigorous activit.Y' to 
qual1.t7 t.he response as H, i.e., in t.he act.ion the protagonist 11&7 be 
doing something, having 8ODI8th1ng done to him (passive M) J or may be in 
a po". Phillips and SJdth (19S3) add that it is d1tticult to det.erm1ne 
whe~er a movement percept -i. "PrbIary''' or Itsecondar,ylt or whether it is 
tJou:q ld.naestheticall7 determined and theretore score JIloV8llent onq 
when it is .... rbali.ed by the subject. 
Piotrowski (1957) stresses the de.irabUity of scoring M accurateq 
since the n_ber or them in most Rorschach records are relatively few. 
He feels that the reason for dUficultY' in scoring lies in the incomplete-
ness ot Rorschach's technical detinition ot the H, and continues to say 
that the introduction of movement. responses other than the hUJllan movements, 
'Viz., the animal and the inanimate lIlO .... nts, was a step toward Ilaldng 
the scoring of t.he M more reliable. 
nopfer, Ainsworth, Klopfer, and Holt (1954) define the movement 
response as "those where the subject has read into the static ink blots 
SOll8 k1nd ot action, MO'98lIlent, expression, posture or lUe" ( p. 100). 
Their subclassitication of human mOTfmlent includes kinesthetic qualities 
in human concepts and human-like movement in animals. Since the scoring 
system. used in the present thesis tonows closely' that outlined by these 
authors, their rules are presented tuJ.l3" in Appendix I, pp. 61-62. 
Rorschach (1942) stated that Ilovement interpretations in animal 
tODls md inanimate objects were not true JIlovement responses. However, 
he did apeak ot nonhlJlUUl movements as ..., tending toward M" and treated 
thaJll as undeveloped or potential M but assigned no specific meaning t.o 
thell. Schachtel (19$0) follows this view cloaeq and assigns Mt (move-
ment tendencies) to nonhuman JIlovement. Howe'ftr, Klopfer and Sender 
(19.36) originated the classUication for scoring animal movaent (FM) 
which involves a projeot.ion of DlOvement into animals that is of an 
aniJIal-l.1ke nature. 'I'he scoring of these responaes is supported by 
Phillips and Smith (19$3) and Piotrowski (1957), although they have 
modified the theoretical .eaning attached to these concepts. 
In regard to inan1Ju.te movement (JIl), Uopfer et ale (1954) includes 
abstract as well as inanimate movement, whereas Piotrowski (1957) and 
Schachtel (1950) restrict "mft to inaniaate movement only'. 
Although HerlZllan andPearea (1947) state that standards for scoring 
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human Movement inevitably vary between different investigators with 
respect. t.o marginal respon.,es, there i8 "by and. large ••• a high degree of 
agreement" (Hertzman and Pearce, 1947, p. 413). On the other hand, 
another study asserts that., "There is lit.tle agreement in scoring !2!!-
!!!!!1 determinant.sl imposed by the subject. on the Rorsohaoh ink blot.s If 
(Allen, Ray and Poole, 19,3, p. 19.$). 
'theoret.ical Meaning Att.ached to Movement Responses 
Rorschaoh (1942) viewed M as a multidimensional concept and posited 
several interpret.ations tor this respon.... While lIleaning is attributed 
to M as a single variable, he baaed his analysis upon the relationship 
bet.ween the movement response and color response (C).. The following six 
int.erpretat.ions of M and the experience types are cited by Rorsohach 
(1942). Int.elligence, Creativity, Suggestibility, &otional Stability, 
Rapport, and Empathy. Most perceptanalytic investigators (Beck, 194.$, 
Klopfer at al., 19.$4; Phillips and. Smith, 1953; Piotrowski, 19$7J 
Schachtel, 19.$0) agree t.hat. t.he human movement response measures these 
particular aspects of personality, alt.hough they have modified and expanded 
their interpretat.ions. Kornreich (1953) presents sOlle of these investi-
gat.ors· st.atements conceming the t.heoretical meanings ascribed to t.he 
human movement response and discusses various findings reported by 
research workers on this topic. 
Although it has been accepted, in general, that, the M responses reveal 
the attitudes a person baa toward others in his environment, the question 
lItalics not in the original. 
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arise. 88 to how these attitudes are expressed. For 8:D1rlple, Rorschach 
stated: 
••• it is instructive to examine the movement answers ••• to see 
whether they indicate f'lax1on or exteneion. Subjects who 
usu.aJ.q see extension movements are fund_entally dU'lerent 
trcn those who see only bent, burdened or twisted ligures •••• 
Subjeots who interpret extension kinaesthesias are active 
individuals with strong drive. t.oward 1Dlport.ance and activity 
although they frequently show neurotic inhibitions. Those 
who see .flexion kinaesthesiu are passift, resigned, n8uru-
thenic individuals •••• (Rorschach, 1942, p. 29). 
Piotrowski (19)7) and Phillips and SJtith (19)3) have expressed 
the view that the attitude of the M response 1s ranected directly in 
overt behavior, i.e. in the extra-Rorsehach situation. On the other 
hand, there are those who stand in opposition to this view. Beck (194)) 
lee15 that since M represents one's unfulfilled wishes it 1s never 
expressed in a person's behavior. S1l1lUarly, Schachtel (1950) states 
that the strivings expressed in kinesthetic percepts are dynamically 
im.port,ant, but that this does not mean that they guide purposelul beha'Y-
ior. In a study reported by M1rin (195S), the author states that his 
results support the hypothesis that the quality of the ~1 is retlected 
in eocial role taldng behavior when the person is ego involved in the 
social situation. 
In conclusion, howeTer, the review of the Uterature on the 'Yanous 
theoretical meanings regarding M presents a discouraging picture. As 
King (19S8), who did an exhausti va and critical survey ot Rorschach 
validation studiee, stateSI 
••• in approximately a third. of the studies deallng with 
intelligence no relationship was tol.U1d between }If and various 
8 
measures of intellectual ability. Significant correlations. 
when obtained were usu.al.l.l' quite small. If the variance 
contributed by R had been accounted for in all the statisti-
eal. anal.y1Ies, the correlations would undoubtedly have been 
even smaller, and sOII1e reduced to insignificance. The vali-
dation studies pertaining to creativity and suggestibility 
have produced equally inconsistent results. None of the 
other interpretations of M, as formulated l:>y Rorschach, have 
received direot experilnentaiattentlon. Tbi latter situa ... 
tion is somewhat understandable it the rather elusive t.ermi-
nology used in -the detini tions is considered. The oonclusion 
that one is forced to draw is that the validity and, hence, 
usefulness ot these six interpretations ot Ii are certainly 
questionable. (King, 19S8, p. 2). 
In regard to aniaal movement (J'M), Piotrovaki (19S7) te.ls that it 
indicates the subjectls roles in lUe which were pl'ODlinent in the st. 
past, which infiuence overt behavior only' in statea at lowered integr .... 
tion and finally, which denote the approximate degree ot p~ical buoy-
ancy. PhUlips and Smith (19S3) and napfer et ale (19$4) atN8s the 
importance ot interpretating FM in 1'8latlon to M. The lat t.er authors 
state that anilul lIIOvem8nt ditters !rom hUllan moveunt in that FM requires 
less intellectual d1tteNntlati01l and. does not imply the apatJ1y suggested 
by the perception of human figures. From this, the following hypothesis 
is presented. aJ'M responsea indicate an awareness at impulses to w.e-
diat.e gratification, wb.1ch ••• tend to be impulses regarding which the 
person otten lacks insight, Ullderstand1ng, and aooept.ance" (nopter .t al., 
19S4, p. 26S). 
The definitions and clinical. sign1ticance ot the "m" ntOvenlsnt 
response are ambiguous and poorJar eDftpl1tied. The meanings generall1' 
discussed are that inanintate DlOvement represents an awareness ot forces 
outside the control of the subject Which threaten the integrity of his 
9 
personality organization (Klopfer et al., 1954) or indioate prototypal 
roles which are unrealizable (Piotrowski, 1957) and thus, "m" is generally 
said to represent an el_ent ot frustration and tension within the 
ind1 vidual. 
Little research b.aa appeared in the literature dealing with the 
animal and inaniDlate mov_ent re8pOJUle8 otber than that done by t1108e 
authors wo score these concepts and a8sign theoretical JIl8aninga to th_. 
101'l1&ti'98 Work on the Rorschach Movement Responses 
As has been stated previously, there is little normat.ive data which 
has appeared in the literature, and the present author could find none 
which has concentrated on movement re8pOl'lSes alone. A statement which 
Gass and McReynolds (1951) make in the introduction to their nomative 
study of a nomal sample is appl"Opos heret 
The present status ot Rorschach DOms leaves much to be des1red. 
To the best ot our knowledge, statistical sUllllJUU'ies of means, 
standard deviatiOns, and distribution shapes tor the chief scoring 
categories are not avaUable for the major population groups. Our 
survey tailed to reveal a single st.udy which reported auch min:imal 
atat1stical elat.a, based on a sillable Domal adult aample, tor the 
major scoring categories. rSince this statement was made, there 
has appeared Beck's paper which is a statement of nol'!U on a norrul 
sample according to his 8)"8t- ot 8coriDg. J There is no partiicu-
lar lack in the 11WIlber ot studies bearing upon or disOWlaing DOl'IIl8. 
The wide variety of scoring systems represented, the dearth ot 
such buic value. as standard de"liatioD8, tl\e incomplete descrip-
tion ot samples studied, and the striking omission of data for 
1Il~ soor.ing oategorie. lIl.e it impossible ·to cOII&bine the reauts 
of published lIaterial so as to obtain adequate nol'llS (Cass and 
McReynolds, 1951, p. 119). 
Neft and Olaaer (1954) present. normat.ive data on a variet,.. of 
Rorschach variables tor So nonaals, 41 neurotic. and 9 psychotica. Beck's 
10 
scoring system was employed. The mean M for the noma! group was 5.8 
(S.D., 4.3); for the neurotics, 4.9 (s.n., 4.5); tor the psychotics, 
1.7 (8.D., 1.5)} and tor the total sa~ple, 5.1 (s.n., 4.8). The average 
number of responses (R) for the normals was 42.0 (S.D., 22.0); neurotics, 
40.9 (8.D., 26.2)} psychotics, 37.6 (s.n., 25.5)} and total sample, 41.2 
(s.n., 24.2). Bett and Glaser point out that their cases are not clinic 
or hospital patients and therefore, their neurotics may be regarded as 
qing toward the healthier area ot their respective ranges. The authors 
conolude, howe'f'8r, that the subjects diagnosed as neurotic, as a group, 
prove to be sligtltly les8 producti ft than normala and to produce fewer 
1l0Vl!lllHlnt responses. 
A seotion of a study executed by Rust (1948) includes a comparison 
ot mOYem.ent responses of normals, neurotics, and schizophrenics. In 
general, he found that the tendency to report movement is impaired in 
schizophrenic and neurotic patients, with the schizophrenic diftering 
more wldeq than the neurotic frotll the llOl'Rlal. 
Line and Griffin (1935) compared. a sample ot 20 graduate students 
designated as the "stableR group and 17 hospitalized patients designated 
as the "UJUJGable" group. Using Beck's aystem for scoring lIlOvement 
responses, thaT report m.eans, sigmas, and ranges tor M on the two groupS& 
"Stable", 5.4, 3.3, and 2-12; "Unstable", 1.5, 1.5, and 0-4, re~ctiveq. 
The authors point out that it vould appear that the M responses vere 
dirterent in the two groups but that a comparison ot these values expressed 
as percentages of R shows that, far trcm being different, the groups are 
11 
remarkably s1m.Uar. 
In Ii study done by Wishner (1948) results are presented for M and 
R on a sample of 42m1xed neurotics. Using Beck's scoring system, he 
repone means, sigmas, and ranges tor M as tollowsl 2.17, 2.7, <>-9, 
respectively; and tor R. 28.26, 14.52, 12-78, respectively. 
Gardner (19.36), employing (it sample of 100 normal a.dults, reports 
the number of movement responses giftn per card. However, his means of 
scoring MOV8Dlent responses is iU-def1ned, although he states that 
Beck t s system was ampl.o7ed. 
Beck, Rabin, 'fhieHn, Molieh and Thettord (19$0) report a no:rm.ative 
study done on a variety of Rorsohaoh variables tor a group of lS7 no1'Jll.8l.s, 
U8ing Beck's sooring .tem. 
the onl.7 nonnative study whioh could be found in the literature 
8lIlploying nopter f s scoring sy'sta was that done by' Cue and McReyno1da 
(1951). The sample employed wu 104 normal adult subjects (58 males. 
46 females) with an age range of 20-75, mean of ,36.2, and sigma ot 14.8. 
the range of grades completed was 7-16 with a mean ot 11.2 and sigma ot 
2.4. The procedure used to obtain the absolute number for the various 
categories was as follows • 
••• the magnitude or total score value of a ginn category tor a 
subject was determined by the sum of all such category SUIlS 
found in the subject' s test record. Theae lUIl8 were obtained 
by giving a weight ot one to each Bcore in the category which 
was listed as a main score and a weight ot one-halt to each 
score considered as a additional score (Cas. and McReynolds, 
1951. p. 180). 
Using this method, the reponed mean, _dian and sigma tor 14 1s ).0. 
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2.0 and 3.1, :respectlve17J for I'M, 4.5, 3.5 and 3.3, respecti'n17. tor 
JIl, 1.0, 0.5 and 1.6, respectiYe17J and tor R, 24.6, 22.5 and 13.5, 
respecti vell". The authors point out that, in view of the skewn.ss ot 
the majority of scoring categol'7 distributions, median values are the 
more appropriate estimate. of central tendenay for their •• ple. 
ca •• and McReynolds (1951) conclude that their results re.pG1ld. 
rather well to the aft rage scores tor normal. suggested in the literature, 
how .... r, one of the exceptions i. tbat PM is no1'll8.l.:q greater than M. 
Ph1llips and Smith (1953) report a 1.1 ratio ot M.FM on a noma! sample. 
nopfer and lelq (1954) pres.nt a ~thesised ideal ot two M to one FM. 
Several studies have been published on ·oard pull Q in the litera-
ture, t ••• , tbose properties of the inkblot wIlieh s.am to predispoH the 
subject. to the use ot certain aapecta of tbe blot. Ranzonl, Grant and 
lves (1950) point out that this 18 baportant to know before interpreting 
the projeotiYe data due to the fact that those responses based on what 
i8 lIOre st11llulua de\ermined perhaps do not oarry the same signifioance 
as t,hose which the ind.1rldual projects of himself. The oard pull data 
is based upon a group of "normal- adolescent boy'a and girls at four 
dillerent age levels, wdng Klopfer's aooring method. The frequent M 
were found to bel Card III first and VII .econd tor ag.s U, 1), 15. 
At age 18 the popular M on Card III took second place to the M on Card VII. 
In general, Cards In, VII, and II wre strongest in eliciting MJ Cards V, 
VIII, VI were wakest,. For FM the authors report that card VnI is first 
rank, V, second} however, untU age 18, the difference between them is 
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not significant. Card X ranked third, while IX and VI were consistentq 
in the bottom ranks. In a study' presented by Allen (1953) the standard 
set of Rorschach carda plus an experimental set which were entireq 
achrcaatic vere presented to determine the effect on projection of hlJllan 
JIOT8I18Jlt associations with color. The results indicat. that for both 
s.ta card pull for hUllan aO'Y8ll8J'1t waa the s_e, i.e., IX, III, VII, II, 
I (in that order) elicited the higheat n_ber of H responses. Lean 
product1 ... ot K COIlOepta in both aerie. vere plate. V, IV, I, VI, VIII 
1a decreu1:ng order. PhUl1ps and S1IltJl (US) toUDd that Card VI and 
VIII ~ rarely' ellc1t an H, cards IV and V taken frogether probab17 
e11cit cml.7 about 10 per cent of aU _~ responses, and the Sl'"e.t. 
Il8.jorit,. of all K responses (perhaps 90 per c_t) are de.,.loped to 
specUlc &rea8 of the six remaining carda. They continue that Cards III, 
II, VII and IX are approximat.q equal in ellciting MJ huaan 1l0Telll8nt 
on I is quite COBDon and also on It although M on the latter are devel-
oped alaost excluaiveq by indiv1duals of superior intelligence. '1'be 
cards on which 1M i. frequently ell01ted are (in order). VIII, V, II, I. 
Philllps and Saaltb (19S3) also present noma tor other dimensions 
of the hUlllan and an1aa.l JIO~t response. For example, area and 
content noma for M and J'H and the pJ"Ojected sex tor H are reported.. 
Methodological Problems 
Cass and MoRe1ftolds (1951) 11st requirements which they feel are 
neoesSU")" for adequate Rorschach DOl'llS, several of which are pertinent 
to the present thesis. 'fhey state that norma should be described in 
statistical terms, that is, at least the mean, standard deviation and an 
indication of the shape of the group should be presented. The latter 
is of part,ioul.ar 1.mpo~ance beoause tbe majority of Rorschach scoring 
categories produce mar~ skewed. distribut.ions which prohibit statis-
tical ~sis requiring aBsUIIlptiona of nomal1t1'. A further problem 
is that clin1cal judgllent indicates that in IIOst eas.s the scale units 
for a Rorschach scoring category are not equal, e.g., more interpretati'Ve 
weight is gi'V8n to the difference bet.veen 2 and 4 M than to the dUfer-
ence between 22 and 24 M. Secondl7, Cus and McReynolds stress that the 
sample should be described with regard to age, sex, educational level 
and ocoupation. And thirdly, that an examiner should. use only those 
norma which are stated in terms of the scoring s7Stem whicb be emplO1's. 
Cronbach (1949) presents an excellent discussion of correct and 
incorrect statistical methode which have been employed in dealing with 
Rorschach scores. He points out that the choice of procedure is an 
~rt,ant problem because of the skewness ot Rorschach scores, the CODl-
plicationa t hat are introd.uced. by' ratio scores and the dependence of 
Rorschach scores on the total naber ot responses. 
Wittenborn (1949b) states, 
One of the outstanding characteristics of Rorschach responses is 
tn.ir highly" individual qualit1', their extreme variability from 
person to person. This makes statistical treatment of Rorschach 
data awkward because of the difficulty in securing a sutficientlT 
large number of roughly identical responses, e.g., out of a group 
of noma! subjects JI8.TlY, if not all, would report. Human Mo"nlllent. 
responses, but relatively' few would have more than two or at the 
most three identical responses in ccmn.on (Wittenborn, 1949b, 
p. 258). 
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In another 8tud1', Wittenborn (1949a) conclude8 that, "The data 
suggest that response content (with its implied associations and pro-
jections) lIUI.1' pla;r an important role in deteming the functional simi-
larities and. dissiJal1&l"itiea ot certain response, particularly those 
which involve lIlovement- (Wittenbom, 1949&, p. 340). 
Beck et al. (1950) make an important point when disoussing BInner 
Lite" in thea normative study". Theae authors state. 
To reduce the amount of subjeotiri.t,. and to make po88ible & 
repeating of the investigation, the follOwing prerequisite 
i8 inoUDlbent on anyone reponing tindings in the Rorschach 
test. He must describe and define, in operationist language, 
the determillant which is designated in each of these "inner 
living" facton •••• What does he call M ••• ? His scoring8 can 
be judged in the fr.ework of his definitions. Another ex-
perimenter can repeat the operations (Beck et al., 1950, 
pp. 2$7-258). 
Since a sample ot negro female patients wa one of the groups 
employed. ill the present thesis, an att_pt wu made to find literature 
on a COJllpar1son ot whites and negroes on the Rol"8chach, partiCularly in 
regard to the mo..,.ent response. The only one this writer could tin<l 
lIU a study' done b1' Hunter (1937) employing 100 whites and 100 negroes 
in order to compare them on the HI C ratio. The aethod ot scoring move-
ment is 1ll-dettned. and the results are of negligible use for the 
present thesis. 
Although Rorschach (1942) intimated that there are sex d.ifferences 
on Rorschach perfomance, standard references (Beck, 19441 Beck, 1945. 
Klopfer et al., 1954, Schafer, 1954) devote little attention to this 
question. The few empirical studies that have been completed are limited 
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to ohildren and adolescents as subjects. Baughman and Guakin in the 
introduction to their st.udy, state ·It sex differences do exist one 
might expect these differences to show up most clearlT in the records 
of adult," (1958, p. 4(0). The .. authors CODlpared two groups of 26 
Matched male and female "normal" subjeots on 17 SllnI'nary scorea. Although 
their general conclusion was that no stable diUerences were found 
between the two groups, they do repon, ~ ODe score, I'M, :revealed 
a s1gn1ticant difference between the MD' a1; the .05 level, male Sa 
giviDg IIOre an1aa1. 1I.0veent responee. than faale Ss" (1958, p. 400). 
A foUow-up atudy on a different group failed to uphold tbi. finding, 
boweTer. 
The scoring of e:xparud.venesa in the present theais was baaed upon 
Piotrowski'. auggested. sch ... (l9S1, pp. 195-196). In a recent study 
(lagan, 196O) the author discus ... the advisabilitY' ot brealdng down 
JJ1OV8Jl8llt responee. al.ong .0Ile continuUM and presents theoretioal notions 
underlJing thia. 
OHAPTER III 
THE PROCEDURE 
Sample 
'the data upon which th1a thea18 i. baaed were obtained troa 
Rorschach protocole which were adnainl.tered by' graduate students in 
an tntemahip pl"tlgram whereby cl1n1cal patient. troa various paych1a-
t.ric inatallations ln the city ot Chicago were tested. Each ot these 
patient. wu given a batter:y of pqchologioal tests liIhich attorded 
the student interpretative material f1"Oll1 which a tinal diagnosis was 
lIlade. The tirat atep in this research, then, waa to pull from the tU.a 
all those caaes which had been diagnoaed aa Itpsychoneurotic, If and whioh 
contaiDed OOlIplete Rorachach recorda. 
Ori.g~, "he author intended to use only tho .. 1ndi vtduls wh(, 
were between 18 and SO yem:" of age and tor whoa there was a Minnesota 
Multlphuio Personality Inventor:y (MMPI) present in the batter:y of 
test.. which bad been adlain1.tered. In an at.taapt to 1naure t.bat onq 
those 1ndirlduala who were bona fide psychoneurotic. were included in 
the _pla, the Rorschach and HMPI were a.t up as primary criteria tor 
judging the aocuraOJ' of diagnosis. U8l1&ll¥ included in the batter:y of 
teats were alao a ca88 bi8tOr:y and. other psyohological too' ~ "llluob as 
an intelligence test, the BeDder-Ge8talt and Draw-A.-Peraon. When tbese 
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were available they served as supplementary oriteria for oheoking the 
aoouracy of diagno.is. 
The 16) O&.e. whioh satisfied the above oriteria, i.e., between the 
.. e. of l8-S0 and having both the Rorsohach and. MMPI, were then exa1ned 
by the present writer. Follo1d.ng tbi., a profes.or trained in ol.1n1cal 
psyohology recheoked the c a.e. in order t.o confirm. the decision JUde as 
t.o acceptance or rejection of an 1ndirld.ual from the 88Ilple. In this 
IIl8Dl18r, 48 cues were rejeoted whioh lett. 11S uable records. 
As theN wars a nl.lllber of case. which were excluded .. po.sible 
candidates tor the pqohoneurotic _ple because of the age boU1'1da.ry' 
and the Becessity of there being an MMPI preHnt, it waa decided to alter 
the.e limitations in an attempt to increase the sample n\JIber. There-
tore, the required age was extended dcnm to 16 and up to 60, inclusive, 
and the requ1alte for a MMPI being present waa dropped. this new criteria 
made 80 more 0888. available, however, after the cheold.ng a78t- for 
accuracy of diagnosis was applied, there were onq 49 of these who could 
be accepted. Thus, the tot,al seple was increased to 16). 
It was origina1lT intended that there be foUl" groups in the S8ll\p1e--
White Hale, White Female, Negro Male and legro , .... le. However, there 
vere oBl1' three male negroes in the entire SUlple which necessitated 
dropping this group and there were tvelve casee _iob were unidentifiable 
88 to race. Discarding these 15 reoorda resulted in a final sample of 
148 P"7cb.oaeurotice between the ages of 16 and 60 having cOlrlplete 
Rorsohach records. 
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There 'Were two different criteria _ployed for judging the aCcttraCT 
of diagnosis so that each group in the _ .. ple c9ntaiDad two Sub-groups I 
Sub-group I (age 18-50, having MMPI's) and Sub-(,,1'Oup II (age 16-17, 51-60, 
and tLo"c haYing no MMPI's). Although it. was felt that a rigid checkiDg 
of diagnosis had been executed, t.he author decided t.o run a t-te.t on 
Sub-group I and Sub-croup II or 8acb individual group to see if the two 
sub-groups were signiticant:Qr different on certain Rorschach variables 
(RI HJ I'M). Tb.e aeana, sipas, and t'. are present.ed 1n Table XIV on 
page 69. Althougb t.he t.-t.est was a weak statistical test to _ploy for 
these purposes, in view ot the large variance for each group the resultant 
t-tests remained non-significant (p > .OS). Therefore, it was felt tbat 
combining tbese sub-groups wu justifiable and this resulted in a £1Dal. 
sample ot 59 White Males, 68 Wbit.e F.ales, and. 21 Negro Females. The 
nomati VII work to be presented in the foUoving cbapter ia baaed upon data 
gathered froDt each of these t.hree groups. 10 results are presented on 
the.e groups coabined into a total ps,ychoneurotic sample tor several 
reasons J (1) results repo~d in the literature on 88X d1f.f'erenoe. OD 
Rorschach performanoe are inconclusive and (2) little 1n.f'ormation 18 
available a8 to differences between racial groups in responding to the 
Rorsohach, although SODle Btudiesindicate that cultural factors do 1ntl.u-
enoe per1'oraance. Thu, it was felt that a combination of the three 
groups would create an undesirable heterogeneous a .. pIe and JUke resulting 
normative data unclear. 
In conclUSion, then, the t.hree groups employed in the present thesi. 
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are dasignatec:l aa "PSTchoneurotic" on the baeia ot the following t 
(1) these pereona had COM voluntar~ 1;0 a psychiatric inet;a.llation 
se.king help, (2) trom the results ot a battery ot peychological teets 
consid.red in conjunction 111 th cas. history material, they were diagnosed 
as "Pqcb.oneurotic· 1>7 a etudent intern, (3) their reoorda were rechecked 
thoroughl7 by two qual.1t1ed persone in order to discard those persons tor 
whom the pre'rlousl.y made dlagnoeis was queetionable. 
Several pointe regarding the sapl. should be kept in mind when 
the results are presented. the tirst is that it would have been desirable 
it a breakdown ot the groups into their diagnostic subclass1tication 
(e.g., Obsesei.,...CampulsiYeJ lfy'ateric, 611;0.) could haft been made. How-
..... r, aa 1;h1. wu tound iIIlpoesible to do, the saple includes all 1;ypes 
ot p.Y'choneurotiC8. Becondl¥, al1;hough the slze ot each ot 1;he white 
group. ls larger than is otten reported in studl.. appearing in 1;be 
l11;erature, a greater naber would haft been valuable tor assuring aore 
stable results. n.nal.l.1', the slze ot 1;be t_ale negro group ie qu11;e 
aall, which should be reM1!Ilbered when the reeult.e from this group are 
dUC\18aed. 
HethodolOQ" 
For 1;he present thesis human IlOv.ent (M) i8 d.tined .e toll0W8' 
Those concepte in which the eubject e1;at.e that a human figure, hlDan-like 
creature or part ot a hlli. II tigure i8 eeen, while at the 8Ma time posi1;1ng 
lite 1;0 1;b.e concep1; whether it be in 1;he torm ot 801;10n, posture or 
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facial expression. 
The same definition, stated abo .... , is modified for FM bT substit.uting 
"animal" for "human. It 
Inanilllate movement <m) is defined. '!'hat movement which is projected 
into an inanimate object, regardless of the fo1"!l'l quality of the object. 
D,opfer's scoring eystem sel"ftd as the basis for scoring the mow-
ment responses and his rules for H, 1M, and m are presented in Appendix I. 
It should be noted that the following specifications were made for using 
this system in the present theau t 
1. Mo .... nt, regardless of the type, took precedence over a:rry 
other deteJ'minant. 
2. All human action, posture and fuial expression, whether 
designated as a drawing, statue, caricature, etc., was scored 
as • Din M it it occurred in the Response Proper. 
). All animal movement, whether designated as a statue, eta., was 
scored a main PM if it OCCUl'l"ed in the Response Proper. 
4. Onl;r inan1ute mo:wmumt and expressions on masks were scored m. 
One can see that there are alight ohanges in the adaptation of nopfer's 
ayst.eDt of scoring whioh were made necessary in dea11ng with the protocols 
uaed for this thesis. Se .... ral reasons for this are' 
1) !be Rorschachs were given by numerous examiners and it was 
generaJ.q 1apossible to ascertain the spontaneity ot movement 
in the InquirT. 'l'heretore, 
.) Allllo'V81Mnt, whether N, FM, or m, was considered "main" 
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it it occurred in the Response Proper. 
b) All movement was considered "additional" if it occurred. 
in the Inquiry, whether as a result of the technique used 
in this administrati V8 procedure or as a result of an 
additional response. 
2) Only hMan figures seen in movement were scored .M because the 
lIlOst important hypotheses attached to the meaning of the human 
movement response in"fOlv. the introduction of the human 
figure. Therefore, 
a) Anaals in hUlltan ... l1ke llO'Yement were scored FM. 
b) Threatening expressions were scored .M or F.M if seen as 
part of a hUlUlll or aniaal concept rather than being 
scored JIl. 
A data sheet was prepared for recording the movement responses and 
their various dimensions. Each data sheet was identified by a code 
nlDber, age and sex of the patient, his IQ as determined by the Wechsler-
Bellevue or Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, his race, total number ot 
responses, time per response, the date of the Rorschach adm1niatration 
and the nae and sex of the examiner. 'the data sheet, an example of 
which ia presented in Appendix II on page 63,provided spaoe tor recording 
the tollowing. 
1. Initial reaction time tor each card (m) 
2. Total number of responses per card (RIc) 
3. Number of the response in which movement was .een (RN) 
4. Position of the card for the response in which mOV8l'llent W8.8 
aeen (Po) 
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S. Location (according to Klopfer) of tbe .o .... nt :NaponH (ID) 
6. Whether tbe lIlOV8l1l8nt vaa additional, i ••• , not occurring in 
t118 Response Proper (Ad) 
7. Wbetther a wbole figure (Wh) or part or a .fi.gure (Pt) waa seen 
6. Whether the MO"f8IIl8Dt ..... ot tthe H, lM, or II t)"Pe 
9. Whether tne JIlO~ involved sbtple (st) or bloclc8d (tn) 
IlOftment, 
10. Expans1veness ot tba aowaent, i.e., extensor or fl.exoJo> JlOW-
m.t vas ratted on a 6-point eeale 1fh1ch accounted tor tllWI'I7 
involved in t.he JII.O'VWJIl8nt l'e1lpOnBe hc:a aoet aggreasive to 
most; allbm1 .. i.,.. (see AppeDd1x III, pap 64) 
11. The projected BeX of t.ne lIlO"NRIIlt reaponae, i •••• whether the 
... (Sa) or oppoaite (Op) aex: waa seen :relative to the 
patient, aex atated u either IUlle or feale (It). no 88X 
giftn (Neuter, I). or both ul.e and temal.e seen in the a_ 
oonoept (Sth) 
12. '1'he ace lewl of the projectlon. i.e., whether a child (0), 
adul.t (A.), or older penon (op) 
1). Popular (p) or Or1giMl (0) mO'98llHmt giwn (see Appendix VI 
pag. 68) . 
14. ,be tom lnel (Ft) 
]$. The content. 
16. Perb1nent COI'IIUnta ot t.be pattient concerning the 11'10 '.Ient 
nurpoll8e (Abstract ooluam) 
17. ,.. preaence of llO'WIJl8nt .book (applied onl¥ to card III ad 
noted in the Ahatraot. oolua) 
Several of tbe •• dimensions requiN further ol.arttioat.ion and 
eDIIlpl1float.1.on. Thte lntoru.t1on ie tound on pace. 61-68; of the appendix. 
A tally st.et. V&8 then prepared for entier1Dg the data which was to 
Ml"'N a. ba... tor the nonaati... work reported in the prennt theai •• 
When thl. was completed. the data "&8 in a tom which lent it. .. 1t to 
.etting up tbe table. which will be pruenteci in the tollov1Dg chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIOI 
The intol'lllation on each pqchOMUl'Otic group as to age, intelligence, 
and educational level i8 given in Table I. The age of each group ia 
relatiftly cOIIlparable, although there ia BOlle skewness present as indi-
cated by the median values. HoveYer, moe the latter are in the .ame 
direction, the comparability of the groups regarding age would not change. 
The intelligence le .... l (aa detel'll.1ned 'by the Wechsler-Bellevue or WAts) 
for the two groups of white patients 18 quite high-the majoritY' falling 
within the average or high average range. The negro f_ale. ha ... a lower 
.ean IQ with alightlY' greater dispersion than the white groups. The 
table indioates that oYer SO per cent of the persona within each group 
corap1eted between eight and fifteen years of schooling. 
Table II gifts the info.rmatlon tor each group on the number of 
spontaneous reap0D8e. (ft) in eaoh protocol. Here the median values are 
more appropriate due to the skewness of the data. hrmal productivity 
18 us\l&l.q' considered to .fall between 20..4S (llopfer at 81., 1954). 
Therefore, 1t ma;r be seen that tbe neurotio groups emplo;red herein tend 
to underproduce. Further substantiation of thi. is s.en in that these 
resulte are SOIlewhat lover than the _dian (22.5) reported by eass and 
M'oRe;rnolda on their 104 noraala. The mean. correspond quite clos811' to 
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Group 
Kale wllite 
(w • $9) 
Female White 
(N • 68) 
Female Veero 
(r. • 21) 
i 
I 
I 
TABLE I 
Meana, Med1arus, and Sigmas tor !ge, IQ and Highest Grades Completed 
tor Three Groups of Psychoneurotic Patients 
Age IQ Highest Grade Completed 
Mean Mdn. S.D. Mean Mdn. S.D. Mean Mdn. S.D. 
31.16 21.16 U.OS lU.29 lU.60 10.80 12.40 12.50 3.11 
32.24 30.64 9.48 108.10 101.9.5 ll.82 12.14 12.31 2.82 
33.24 32.61 9.44 99.10 98.$0 13.U 1l.95 12.$0 3.07 
I 
2S 
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the information reported by Line and Gr11'f1n (193,) on R for their 
"unstable" groups (mean • 21.4. S.D. • 9.') although in the present 
TABLE II 
Meana, Medians, S1gm.u, and Ranges for Total NuIIlber ot Responses 
on the Rorschach tor Three Groups 
ot Ps.ycboneurotio Patients 
white group8 studied there ,is grea.t.er diapersion t.han in their group. 
Wishner (1948) reFJOrts a higher _an tor R (28.26) tor his 42 neurotics 
than the present writer tound. tables IV, IVI, XVII were prepared to 
show the frequenoy ot R gi van to each Rorschach oard for each ot the 
three PBycboneurotic groups. The representatift per cents are alao 
reported. the Rank Orders ot cards eliciting t.he greatest DlIIlber ot 
rejects tor these groups are as foll.ova (brackets indioate tie8) a 
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Kalev.'bite Female White reaale Negro 
II VI VI 
VII II II 
V~ II I~ VII I~ I I Igj 1 V 
VIII 
J 
The card. which elicited the greateet n1.ftber of responses tor the three 
groups were X, I, VIII, III. 
Table III reports the aean nlRber ot responses given by the two 
peychoneurotlc groupe on each Rorschaoh card. Beck et al. (19S0) presents 
fABLE In 
such a table in his study of normal subjects. He reports means for each 
of his tour occupational groups and found that the moans dropped accordiIc 
to the occupational leval, i.e., level IV (uuloik111ed) oons1st~ntly had 
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the lowest means tor tbe ten cards. In stu.d)'1ng reported ages and 
educational background for eacb ot Beck'. occupational le .... ls it appears 
that hie Leftl III (seRl.i-ek1lled) would appl"Oxhtate the present neurotic 
groupe' etatua and the _ana tor thia level are at least one or more 
points bigher for each of the ten carda. With the exception of Card I, 
the P87oboneurotice t meana are also lower than the me am, which Beck 
reporte for hie Le'ntl IV oooupational. group. These finding. W()uJ.tj s .. 
t.o indicate that these paycboneUMt,ic groupe are less produoti.,.. than 
Dtlraal subjeots. 
Table IV is a preaent.ation of the .ean, _<l1.aft, sigma and range of 
each grovp for the three type. of JIlOvaent COftai4ered in the present 
theeie. The aed1an val\J8a are JION appropriate .... urea bere becauae of 
the tenden07 ot the .. scoring categories to be alanrecl. Tho .. ftOftUltiw 
studiee l'epOrMcl ill the literature 1fbich eaploT Beck's scoring of JIlOft-
aeDt are DO\ OOJIparable with the Naults reportecl herein. Cass and 
KoBeTnolda (19S0) vhUe using nopter's soorinc ayat.em, report their 
result." as based upon a w1ght of one for main score" and a wight of 
one-balt for additionala, whereas the roues in Table IV are based on 
main llOw.ent r88pOD8es alone and thua, can not be compared with these 
a_bo1"8' renlts. HoweYer, these data do "upport one of CUs and 
Hca.7Il0 lde· tind1nce regarding t heir normal •• ple in that tbeT report 
t,bat I'M W&II uauaJ.q greater than M. Phillips and &aith (19S3) found a 
.. an ratio of 111 tor K and PH in a group ot 10 adult u.J.es. 
Int,er-group COJIlpUi80M indicate that the .. dian valva for M pro-
duction i. exactly the s .. for each group where .. FM production nriee. 
TABLE IV 
Means, Medians, SigIlas, and Range_ tor the Main Ho'Ve1lent. Responses on the P.orschach 
tor Three Groupe of Psychoneurotic Pat.ients 
--
K 1M 111 
Group ~,».-1'"'--
Mean Mdn. S.D. Range Mean Mdn. S.D. Range Mean Mdn. S.D. Range 
--
... _--
KW- 1.92 1.20 2.71 0-18 2.56 2.20 2.1$ 0-11 0.36 0.17 0.71 0-3 
"wb 1.74 1.20 2.21 0-14 2.07 1.46 1.68 0-9 o.!!) 0.22 0.74 0-3 
"IF 1.76 1.20 2.14 0-9 1.48 1.08 1.71 0-6 0.19 0.12 0.39 0-1 
--
"'W Male White (I • 59) 
byw F81I&le White (Ii • 68) 
c, 1 Female Negro (N • 21) 
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The male white group's production ot FM is slightly higher in relation 
to H, whereas for the two female groups H and Ft{ production was approxi-
mately' the sae. Production ot inanimate movament was very slight tor 
all three neurotic groups. 
Table V is a summary of the frequency of main ~f for each card and 
the percentage these represent of the total number of responses given 
per card. This was done because of the criticism which has be~n directed 
at those studies which did not take into consideration the relationship 
of Rorschach scoring categories and the nU11lber of responses when reporting 
results. Also, absolute frequencies alone would prevent inter-group 
comparisons since N is different for each group. Upon inspection of the 
table it IIl8.)" be seen that in some cases the rank order of M frequency is 
changed slightly when R is taken into account. The Rank Order for main 
H tor eaoh group is as tollowss 
Male White 
III 
II 
m 
I~ 
I 
IV 
Vij 
VIII 
Female White 
III 
VII 
II 
V 
IV 
I 
II 
VI V11n 
Female Negro 
III 
II 
IX 
I 
vn 
V 
IV 
VI 
I 
Vln 
These result. correspond fairJ.¥ closely' to those reported by Allen (1953), 
IX, III, VII, II, II by Phillips and Smith (195), III, II, VII, IX; and 
Ransoni et ale (19$0), III, VII, II; for the cards frequently eliciting 
K. HOYenr, these authors reported on a "noNal- sample with both male 
'tABLE V 
Frequency and Per Cent of Occurrence of .Kai.n M tor Three Psychoneurotic Groups 
Male White '--.le White Female Negro 
Card No. 
Rper t !Va R per t M/R Rper t M/R card card card 
--
I 129 9 7 lS9 11 7 47 S 11 
II 120 9 8 106 12 11 la2 1 11 
In 127 36 28 129 3S 27 40 11 28 
IV 124 1 6 114 9 8 39 2 , 
v 107 9 8 112 10 9 33 2 6 
VI 114 4 4 94 4 4 )0 1 3 
VII 103 12 12 110 19 11 36 3 8 
VIII 131 4 3 138 4 3 44 0 0 
II 113 lS 13 122 1 6 )6 S 14 
x 193 8 4 244 1 3 12 1 1 
.- .~-~--
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and female subjects combined or on an unidentified "nomal n sa:m.ple (for 
example, Phillips and Smith seldom report any sample information). 
Table VI is a presentation ot the percentage of main FH in relation 
to R for each card. The Rank Orders here are I 
Male White 
VIti] 
1 
VI~} 
In 
IV 
I 
VI 
IX 
Female White 
II 
VIII 
1 
VI 
I 
III 
Female Negro 
VIII 
VII 
II 
IV 
i] 
III 
~} 
I 
Ranson! et ale (19$0) reports a rank order tor FM ot VIII, V, 1 with 
Cards n and VI consistently" in the bottom ranks. Phillips and Smith 
(19$3) report a rank ot VIII, V, II, I. The data reported herein approx-
aates these abow-mentioned results, except that card I consistently 
appeared in the bottOlll ranks in contrast to the results ot Phillips and 
Sndth who find it at the top in trequel1C7. 
Intergroup COJIlparisons on the M and FK rank orders seem to be some-
What revealing. Each group gave the popular M on Card III so that it 
maintained the highest rank. HoweYer, the male white and fel\\a1e negro 
groups gave human l1lOftIlent to card II more eas~ than the f8fllale white 
group. The female negro appear to have IIOre difficulty with giving M on 
Card VII than is reponed in the literature. Rather, the tendency of this 
group was to see animal movement on VII. Also, both white groups gave M 
to Card VII 80 that it was in the upper third of the rank order while, at 
Male White Female White F8l!U1le Negro 
Card No. 
R per R per f FM/R R per f FM/R card card card 
I 129 8 6 ~59 3 2 47 1 2 
II 120 19 16 106 28 26 42 4 10 
In 121 U 9 129 2 2 40 2 5 
IV 124 10 8 114 1 6 39 3 8 
V 101 20 19 ill 14 1) 33 2 6 
VI 114 5 4 94 5 5 )0 1 3 
VII 103 lb lb 110 16 15 )6 4 U 
VIII 131 25 19 136 28 20 44 9 20 
IX 113 3 3 122 1 6 .J6 1 3 
I 193 34 18 244 31 13 12 4 6 
33 
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the same time, this card appears in the top five cards for eliciting 
FH. The question that renains unanswered is whether Card VII has card 
pull tor both of these types of movement or whether this is a function 
of these neurotic group.. There se8Dl8 to be I10re variabilitY' between 
groups in card pull for JM than for H, with the male white approximating 
that reported in t.he literature more c108e17 than the two female groups. 
Card VIII maintained its high FM card pull, although for the feDIale 
white group Card II takea precedence. In a\8, these findings from 
Tables V and VI seem: to indicate that tb.ere are possib17 aex dU'ferencea 
in reacting to Rorschach stimuli, at least. among P87Choneurotics; and 
also, that there mq be differences according to race although this is 
difficult to detenlline due to the 8DIall. number in the negro group. 
Table m presents the percentage of inaniDlate movement per card 
for each group. The Rank Orders for t.his variable appear below with 
those cards having a zero frequency excluded. 
Male White 
II 
vii} 
IV 
X 
V 
reDIale Negro 
vffi 
vrffi 
Very' little can be said about this table since the absolute frequencies 
are so aull. However, it ia important to notice that. Card IX has an 
except.ionally' high card pull for inanimate movement. 
Tables XVIII, XII, n present the namber of main 1Il0vement responsea; 
t.he number ot additional lIlOV8Dlent. responses, the totals of these; and 
TABLE VII 
Frequency and Per Cent of Occurrence of Main • for Three Psycboneurotic Groups 
--,-
Male White Female White Female Negro 
Card 10. 
R per t m!R R per t m/R R per f m/R card card. card 
.-- ,~~,-
I 129 0 0 159 3 2 47 0 0 
n 120 3 3 106 3 3 42 1 2 
III 127 0 0 129 3 2 40 0 0 
IV 124 2 2 114 2 2 39 0 0 
V 107 1 1 112 0 0 33 0 0 
VI 114 0 0 94 1 1 30 0 0 
VII 103 ) 3 110 0 0 )6 1 3 
VIII 1)1 0 0 138 0 0 44 1 2 
II 113 9 8 122 1, 12 J6 1 3 
X 193 3 2 244 2 1 72 0 0 
t 
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the percentage of additional given in relation to the main movement 
responses. A.s the frequenoies are rather _all, one might question 
interpretation of these. With this in mind, however, we S88 that for 
eaoh group there is more of a ten<ieno;y to give FM as additional rather 
than M. This is interesting from the standpoint of theory in that FM 
ia genera.llT thought to renect earlier role8 of a person and to be an 
indication of impulse lite. Thus, one might expect that these would not 
be elicited as readily. And, the tendency- for these groups to see human 
aovaent, it it is going to be seen at all, when first presented with 
the carda ratber than when seeing the cards for a second time i. perhaps 
logical when the theory tmderlJing this type of movement ia considered. 
As lagan (1960) states, "These findings Li.e. research and theory 
regarding human movement responses J agree with the statements of Klopfer 
et al., (1954) that movement imagery reflects an availability to con-
, 
sciousneas of thoughts that are direotJ.T related to basic motives and 
conflicts" (p. 72). 
Table XII reports the number of whole percepts and maber of part 
percepts seen in relation to the main M gi'Y8n per card. In general, 
the tendenq was to see a whole person. This agrees with Phillips and 
Smith (19)3) who stat. that the great JUjority of M responses are 
developed in full hUDUm percepts. Table nIl is a presentation for this 
a... intomation for an1Jllal ftlOWIIl8nt. 
'fables XXIII, nrv, m are au:mm.ar1es of the degrees of expansi ve-
ness giV8n for M and FM for each group. (The method for scoring expan-
siveness is explained in Appendix III, p.64 ). Here percentages are not 
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included because the frequencies were too small to provide for stability. 
I~ansiveness for additional M and PM is also included in these tables. 
Table XXVI presents the frequencies of expans1 veness for main and 
additional 1na.n1.'Ilate movement for each group. From the above mentioned 
tables, Tables VIII, n, and I were prepared. These present the mean 
expan8i veness for each card and for the total Rorschach. The means for 
m are not meaning.ful since this type of movement was given infrequently. 
Table VIII indicates that the male wnite group produced a range ot 
meana from active to passi.,. M, depending on the card; whereas the means 
for FM are very similar, and, in general, tend to be active. For tne 
total Jaeal1 e:zpansiveneas it may be seen that this group tends to gi'ge 
DlOre passive M than FM or JSh 
Table IX reveals that, for the female white group, there is some-
what more variability between the mean expansiveness per card for both 
14 and FM. And, furthermore, while the M expansiveness for the total 
Rorschach is slightly more passive than PM, there is little difference 
between these two. 
For the female negro group, in Table I, the total mean expansiv .... 
ness 1s virtually the same tor both M and 1M, although there is varia-
bility within the means per card for these two types of movement. 
To afford some degree of intergroup comparisons for M mean expansive-
ness per card, a Rank Order was set up from the most active to the most 
passive as follows, 
, 
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TABLE-VIII 
Mean Expansiveness tor Main Movaent Responses tor the Male White 
CaN Mean M Expansi veneS8 Mean FM Expansi venes8 Mean m Expansiveness No. 
--------------- ------ ----------~----- ---1--------- ---- ,,---,"",..+-..,.--
I 2.9 2.2 0.0 
II 2.1 2.7 1.) 
III 2.8 2.8 0.0 
IV 3.9 2.4 3.$ 
V 4.8 2.1 It r· eV 
VI 4.0 2.4 0.0 
VII ).0 2.2 2.7 
VIII 4.2 2.2 0.0 
IX 2.7 3.0 1.2 
X 2.6 2.1 2.0 
--
Total ).3 2.4 2.4 
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TABLE IX 
Mean Expansiveness for Main Movement Responses for Female White 
-~ .. -... -.,"' .~"...., 
.. -- --
_ ... ,- -
- --
-. 
Card Mean M Expansiveness Mean PM Expansiveness Mean 111 Expansiveness Ne. 
.,-,.-, ..... ---".~ ~'" ---.----, ..... ~~-.-.-
I 2.8 2.7 2.) 
II 2.4 2.7 1.7 
III 2.5 4.0 3.0 
IV ).7 2.7 ).0 
V ).9 2.6 0 .. 0 
VI 3.5 2.4 2.0 
VII 2.8 2.9 0.0 
vrn ).7 2.2 0.0 
IX 3.4 ).1 1.9 
I 2.7 2.6 2.0 
Total 3.1 2.8 I 2.2 
" --
, 
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TABIE X 
Mean &xpansiveness for Main Movement Responses for Female Negro 
"'--
! . - I 1 .. . ..... - .. _ .
Card Mean M Expansiveness I Mean FM Expansiveness No. I Mean m Expansiveness 
I ).2 4.0 0.0 
II 2.9 ).0 2.0 
III ).) ).0 0.0 
IV 4.0 2.) 0.0 
V 3.5 2.0 0.0 
VI 2.0 1.0 0.0 
vn 2.) ).0 2.0 
VIII 0.0 I 2.2 2.0 
IX ).0 4.0 2.0 
X 2.0 ).2 I 0.0 
ot.al 2.9 2.8 2.0 
... ! -- --_ .. __ ._-_._---
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Male White Female White Female Negro 
II II Vn X III 
IX X VII 
III VIiJ II I IX 
VII IX I 
IV VI III 
VI Vli~ V VIII IV 
V V 
Since the means are quite close in all cases it is difficult to interpret 
these reslllts. Another hindering factor is the small absolute frequency 
which was obtained when the M responses were spread over six degrees of 
expansiveness. However, a few general remarks will be made. It may be 
seen that the cards which elicited the more active human movement for the 
two white groups are II and X; and V is consistently in the bottom rank. 
Card VI elicits a mean expansiveness which places it in first rank for 
the female negro, whereas it is consistently in the bottom ranks for the 
white groups. Furthennore, the fonner group was able to see more active 
human movement on Card VII than either of the white groups whereas move-
ment to Card III tends to be more passive than that seen by the white 
patients. 
The Rank Order for mean FM expansiveness per card for each group 
is as follows: 
Male White Female White Female Negro 
~ VIII VI VI V 
I~ VIII VII IV VII ID I I I VI VI 
II VII X 
III IX 
riJ IX III 
As was the ease with the human movement expansiveness, the closeness of 
these means makes any intergroup comparison difficult. However, one 
can note the intergroup variability in the cards which elicit the more 
active or more passive expansiveness. 
Table XXVII presents the frequencies for the projected sex of the 
human movement response for tne three groups of neurotic patients. It 
was possible for a patient to see the same sex as himself, the opposite 
sex from himselt, to state that the percept could be either male or 
female, to project no sex upon the figure; or state that both male and 
faale were seen in the same concept. Most otten, the 1ntormation about 
sex is not volunteered and this tends to overload the "neuter" colUllUl. 
However, it is telt by this writer that these other categories are sig-
n1ticant in that, if the sex is gi'ftn, it is usually a spontaneous remark. 
Here again, percentages were not inoluded since the frequencies were 
small. A table tor the projected sex of animal movement was not included 
since the majority of these, by their very nature, fell into the "neuter" 
colUlln. 
From. Table XXVII, the OOll.l.lUl8 were totaled to cover all ten Rorschach 
oards, whioh results are given in Table XI. This t.able presents a pioture 
of the pull for the total Rorschach for projections of sex. Thus eaoh 
neurotio group .." approximate17 equal numbers of male and female per-
cepts. In close to halt of the cases where M is give!!. however, there 
is no mention of the sex of the percept. Phillips and Smtth report 
findings regarding sex projection tor normal subjects, although their 
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TABLE II 
Projected Sex Per Cent of Total M for Three Groups of Psychoneurotics 
Group Same Opposi\e Either Neu\er Bo\h 
Male Whit.e 2,.7 29.2 0.9 43.4 0.9 
Female Whi\e 2,.4 22.9 1.7 47.4 2., 
Female Negro 29.7 27.0 0.0 40.$ 2.7 
remarks are oonfined to the specific location of M on Cards I, II .. III, 
VII, II, and X. "In general, with respect to forms in H, men and women 
show no significant difference in sex preference, although women tend to 
see a sOl'llevhat larger proportion of female figures than do men •••• In both 
groups betveen one half and two thirds of all M percepts are explicit13 
or impliCitly assigned a gender, although the proportion is somewhat higher 
in women than men"(19,3, p. 67). 
In an effort to determine the individual card pull for seeing a male 
or female figure, Table III was prepared. Thus, the frequency and per 
cent of the number of males seen per card and the number of females seen 
per card i8 presented. Only the two white groups vere used for setting 
up this table since they are approximately equal in number and inclusion 
of t.he female negro group would overload the sample with females. The 
results vere thus obtained by adding the main M per card for the two white 
grouPS} adding the frequencies of males who saw "opposite" and females who 
TABLE III 
Frequency and Per Cent ot "Female" and "Male" Projected Sex Per Card 
for the Combined Group of White Patients 
, 
Female Seen Male Seen 
Total M tor male 
Card and temale Per cent Per cent white per card 
10. ot No. of 
total M /)~.al M 
I 20 6 )0 4 20 
II 21 3 14 I 3 14 
In 71 20 28 26 37 
IV 16 2 1.2 6 38 
, 19 4 21 S 26 
VI 8 1 12 .3 .38 
VII .31 1$ 48 0 0 
VIII 8 3 .38 1 12 
II 22 6 27 S 2.3 
I 1$ .3 20 .3 20 
saw "same" t.o obtain the "females seen It and 'fiee versa to obtain the 
"males seenlt category. Although it 18 realized that tile pereentages 
are based upon rather small frequenoies, the interest here is not on 
the per cent, per 813, but on the comparison of two per cents which haw 
a common base. 
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In a table such as this, small discrepancies between percentages 
are not interpretable. Phillips and Smith state, in regard to normal 
subjects' reaction to Card III, that "The .rorm most frequently' perceived 
is that ot men, with neutral fOl"lls ••• occurring commonly, and female fonna 
only infrequently tJ (1953, p. 65). However, Table XII reveals that the 
two white psychoneurotic groups saw approximately equal male and female 
percepts on Card III with a very slight tendency for seeing males. It was 
found that, of the ten Rorschach cards, onlT Card VII significantly pro-
duced a particular sex, viz., "female." That is, tor the total M given 
to Card VII by the; two white psychoneurotric groups, a temale percept was 
projected in 48 per cent of the cases whereas no male percepts were pro-
jected on tbis card., On the remainiDg nine cards, there were no s1.gnif'i-
cant differences between the card pull for male or female percepts. 
TABLE IIII 
Projected Age Level Per Cent of Total M tor 
Three Groups of Ps;rchoneurotic8 
Group 
Male White 
Female White 
Female Negro 
Child 
7.0 
7.6 
11.0 
Adult Old Person 
4.0 
0.8 
0.0 
Table XXVIII presents the frequencies tor each group in projectiDg 
either a Child, Adult, or Old Person in their M concepts. In general, 
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the JIUljortt,. of the M responses were Adult. The only' exception occurs on 
Card VII in which a Child was projected for approximately half of the 
human movement given by tt-..ese three neurotic groups. Table XIII gives the 
percent.age for each age level projected for the total Rorschach. 
Table un presents infomation on the popular and original concepts. 
(Tl1e definitions for scoring these particular categories are presented in 
Appendix V. p. • ) For this table the M and FM per card were totaled 
for each group J III was not included since this type of movement was never 
scored as popular or original. The percentage of popular and original 
concepts thus represent a per cent of the total h'l.llan and animal movement 
given per card. The table reveals that for the male white and female 
negro groups the popular animal movement on Card VIII was elicited most 
frequently', for the female white group Card III elicited the highest per 
cent of populars. The popular hUDlan DlOvement on Card III is also given 
with high frequency althougb it is interesting to note the drop in per-
centage tor the male white group--the reason being that this group gave a 
greater amount ot }I'M to thi~ card than the other two groups tor which, 
ot course, a Popular would not be scored. 
The percentages for originals are higher for those cards for whicb 
there were no populars, Which is to be expected. This did not, now ever. 
preclude the possibility ot scoring an original on a card for which a 
popular had been set up and it may be seen from the table that this some-
times happened. Exoept in the case of the negro female group where 
frequencies were so small and subsequent percentages large, the groupe 
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are quite similar in the percentages of originals given. 
The major purpose of this chapter was to present data. However, 
trends were pointed out when the data lent itself to such treatment. 
or course, it should be realized that this normative data represents 
tentative findings on the Rorschach movement response. In general, the 
results which appear herein are the beginnhlgs of a statistical standard-
ization on separate dimensions of movement responses for a psychoneurotic 
population whioh, up to now, has been neglected. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this thesis wu to provide nomative data on the 
Rorschach MOvement response tor a total ot 148 psychoneurotic patients. 
In this sample there were 59 White Kales, 68 White Females and 21 Negro 
F.ales. The development ot a system ot classirication pemitted an 
investigation ot the many di1Jlens1oruJ ot human (M), anilllal (nt), and 
inaniaate (m> movement. nopfer ad teUy's scoring system served as 
the prtaar,y bases tor scoring these responses. 
The review ot the literature indicated the di'f'ersity among authors 
on the definition and scoring ot moventent responses and tbe inconsistencies 
ot reponed results regarding tbe th.eor8'\ioal meanings attached to these 
ftriab1es. It bas been shown that there is no normative study reported 
deal.1ng witt! the Rorschach ~oTement. response and its many di.nlensiolUJ or 
one 1n which Klopfer and Kellr's scoring B,18tem was used with a psychiatric 
sample. CUs and McReynolds (19S1) and Phillips and SlIlith (195) based 
their reaults on nomal subjects. 'the lack ot intomation on negro's 
pertOl"'lWlC8 Oft the Rorschach and the inconsist.ent results fl"Olll studies 
executed to investigate sex dirterences are also made apparent. With 
regard to methodoloa, CUs and McReynolds (19S1) present an excellent 
discussion ot requirements tor adequate Rorechach norms. Cronbach's (1949) 
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article i8 valuable in determining a statistical approach to Rorschach 
data. 
The three groups upon whoa the nonaati.,.. data are based were 
diagnosed as psychoneurotic in ... psychiatric clinic. The diagnosis vas 
bued upon a battery ot psychological tests and a psychiatriC interview. 
For the present study, the test protocols were re-evaluated by trained 
psychologists to insure accurac,y of diagnosis. 
The Nsults of this research are reported for each of the three 
psychoneurotic groups. These groups were not combined into a total 
psychoneurotic sample as it lIOuld have created a heterogeneous 88JIlple 
from which :resulting normative data would have been unclear. 
The mean age of each group in the sample was as foll0V81 Male 
White, 31.16; '.ale White, 32.24; and Female Negro, 33.24. The mean 
IQ wasl Male White, lll.); Female White, 108.1; and Felltale Negro, 99.7. 
Mean years of schooling was: Male White, 12.40J Female WMte, l2.14, 
and Female Negro, 11.9S. 
For the purposes of this research hUlUn movement (M) was defined 
as tollows. "Those concepts in which the subject states that a human 
tigure, bUlllan-like creature or pari; of a hUllan figure is seen, while at 
the sae tille positing lUe to the concept whether it be in the form of 
action, posture or facial expresaion. tt This aaBle definition was applied 
to animal mO'Y8llent (lM) response.. Inanimate movement (m) 1I&S defined 
as followsl -mat movement which is projected into an inanimate object, 
regardless of the form quality of the object." While Klopfer and Kelly's 
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rul.es for scoring movement were followed in general, cert.ain Jloditications 
wera Jlade necess&l"1 in dealing with tn. protocols used for this thesa. 
These moditications have been explained elsewhere. 
The classitication system which was set up tor recording the mo.,... 
m.ent responses included a variety ot dilllensions. In the prellent BtUdy 
an exhaustive anal.)"sis was not made ~ all of these; rather results were 
presented for the following selected d1aenBions I the type of JIlovemeut. 
given, that is to say, whether it was N, I'M, or II; whether the movement 
response was main or additional, wbetner a whole or part ot a figure was 
seen in motion, what the expansiveneBs ot th.e movement 'WU, that is to 
say, the movement was placed on a 6-point scale Which accounted for the 
energy involved in movement from the most aggressive to the most sub-
missive, the projected age level, that is, whether the movement percept 
was seen 88 a child, adult or older person, the sex projected onto the 
card in relation to the sex of the subject; and the popularity ... originality 
of the movem.ent response. 
The median nUlllber ot responses (a) given by each group YH. Male 
White, 18.43; Female White, 15.68) and Faale Negro, 16.2S. In oom.parison 
with datia reported on nol'Jll8l. subjects, the .. psychoneuroticB do tend to 
underproduoe when presented with Rorschach stimuli, which finding support.s 
theoretioal expeotations discussed in the literature. The median 'Yalue 
tor hUllWl movement {M} in S9 white males va. 1.2 and it was exactly the 
same for the 68 white females and 21 negro temales. For animal movement 
(m) the median YUS White.Male, 2.2; Female White, 1.46, Female Negro, 
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1.08. The production of inanimate movement was ver,r slight for all 
groups as is seen by the median values: Male l<.1hite, 0.17; Female White, 
0.22; Negro Female, 0.12. Thus, intergroup oomparisons indicate that 
while the median value for M production was the same for all three groups, 
FM produotion varied among the three groups. 
The rank orders for human, animal and inanimate movement were set up 
by taking into aooount the n~ber of responses given to each oard, thus 
yielding percentages. The rank orden tor main M for each group were 
found to be as followsa 
Male White Female White Female Negro 
III III III 
IX VII II 
VII II IX 
I~ V I IV VII 
I I V 
IV n IV 
Vi} VI VI vni} X VIII VIII 
These results are similar to those reported in the literature for 
normals with the male white psyohoneurotic patients rank order corre-
sponding most closely. Variations among the groups suggest, however, 
that there may be differences in M responsiveness per card according to 
the patients' sex and race. That is, while Card III maintained its high 
card pull for all three groups, the subsequent rank order differed for 
each of the individual groups. 
The rank order for main FM vere I 
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Male White Fe:rn.ale White Female Negro 
VII~ II VIII . VIII VII 
I VII II 
I~ ~ IV VII i} III IV I~ I VI VI I 
IX III 
Several authors state that Cards VIII and V ~a1nta1n the highest FH 
card pull for normal subjects. rlhUe the male white group upholds this 
expectation, the two female groups do not. The Female Whites gave 
animal movement to Card II so that it was in first rank with Card VIII in 
second rank; and the Female !fegro group group, while giving F'M to Card 
VIII so that it was in first rank, gave card VII in second rank. 
With regard to inanimate movement (m.), it was found that Card II 
had an exceptionaJ.4r bigh card pull for this type of movement in cOlllpari-
son with the other Rorschach blots. 
The mean expansiveness per card and the mean for all ten Rorschach 
cards were presented for each group. The total mean expansiveness for 
the human mOV'a'nent responses given on the Rorschs.ch was as follows: Male 
wblte, ).)} Female White, 3.1; Female Negro, 2.9. For ani~al ~ovement, 
total mean expansiveness was: 11&1e White, 2.4; Fe."I1ale \ihite, 2.8; Female 
Negro, 2.8. As the number of inanimate movement responses was so small 
resultant means were not stable. 
Intergroup comparisons reveal that the total mean expansi venes8 for 
PM was more active than M in the Male White group, whereas the two female 
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groups gave approximately the same total mean expansiveness for M and 
P'M. However, all groups exhibited variability on the individual carda' 
mean expansiveness tor both M and. FM. For 8X8II1ple, tor the Male White 
group the mean K expansiveness tor Card II was 2.1 while for Card VITI it 
was 4.2. For this group, the mean expansiveness per card tor FM was less 
variable, being between 2.1 (Card V and X) and 3.0 (card IX). The female 
white group's mean K expansiveness per card varied between 2.4 (card II) 
and 3.9 (card. v) while the mean expansiveness tor 1M varied between 2.2 
(Card VIII) and 4.0 (Card III). The female negro groupls mean M on 
expansiveness extended .from 2.0 (Cards X and VI) to 4.0 (Card. IV) and 
their mean FH expanaiveness W&8 1.0 (Card VI) to 4.0 (card I and IX). It 
ahould be pointed out, however, that the aaller the nUlllber ot a particu-
lar type of movement response given to a card, the less stable was the 
resultant _an expansiveness for that card. 
The projected aex and age level ot human mo.,....nt. (M) percepta for 
each group of psychoneurotics 1188 det.e:nd.ned. A female percept was 
given to Card VII in 48 pe1." cent of the cases while the remaining move-
ment responaes to this card were neuter. ror the remaining cards there 
waa no significant differenoe in their pull for male and female percept.s 
when a sex was elicited. The projected age lewl tor the entire Rorschaoh 
human JIlO'VWHnt responses reveala t.hat between 89 and 92 per cent of theae 
reaponsea were aeen u adult. The only exception tor this general 
finding W&8 that in halt of the hlUan movement response. given to Card VII 
a projected age level ot "child" was elicited. 
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At the present time there is research in process on a sample ot 
"nomallt college students employing the same procedure tor studying the 
Rorschach mO'ftment responses as was used herein. It has been pointed out 
several times that comparisons ot the psychoneurotics with other groups 
were usually impossible due to the scarcity ot literature on the dimen-
sions treated in the preeent study and the differences in methodology 
employed in those studies Which reported normati va data. the results 
obtained fran this nonaal sample will thus provide some bases tor COIl'l-
parison and will yield more conclusive information as to the reactions 
of a psychoneurotic popuil.ation with regard to Rorschach mowment res-
ponses. It is hoped that this same type or study will be executed upon 
a psychotic population and thus provide further means ot comparison. 
there are a number of additional research possibilities that are 
suggested by the data which was collected for this thesis. One area ot 
great interest to the present author is that of the movement content 
given by the psychoneurotics. In recording the content on the data sheet, 
there seemed to be a great :tendency for these patients to destroy their 
original percepts by adding qualUying remarks, e.g., changing an 
adequate H percept into a drawing or mythological tigure which gave rise 
to (H) or eXhibiting conflict as to whether the percept was a human or 
an animal tigure. Beck (1945) observes that H responses in neurotics 
are orten poor precisely because their trouble lies in relation with 
other human beings, which they can be expected to distort, espec1al.l;r 1n 
a projective test. thus, it appears that valuable intomation would be 
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obtained by studying the content of the movement which the ps,ychoneurotics 
elicit. 
Furthermore, the qualitative remarks of the patient concerning the 
type of movement seen are noted on the data sheets in the Abstract 
column. Tbis, in conjunction witb the content category, would be 
interesting to study. As Hertzman and Pea.rce point out. 
What is sm,>rising ••• is the large proportion of meaningful 
material embedded in responses that are fundamentally 80 
conventional as the popular responses. Despite the popu-
larity of the gross perception, many subjects manage to 
saturate their responses with details of perception or 
comments that individualize the response. A striking example 
in Card III iSl #Droll little figures facing one another 
with certain amount of courtesy and suspicion. Being polite 
without trusting one another at aU" (Hertman and Pearce, 
1947, p. 417). 
Thus, in the present study this iDtormatlon was not dealt with but would 
certa.1nly proYe to be a vort.hwhile research project, particularly" if 
C01l1par1aon. were JUde between a noma! and psychoneurotic sample. 
The remarks in the Abstract colUMn .erved as the bases for scoring 
tbe degrees ot expansiveness. Thus, it contains what Phillips and Smith 
(1953) call ·attitud .... exPressed in the movement responee. They state 
in regard to H: 
Oert.aln attitudes or llO'Y8IIlents recur in the M's elicited by 
a great nunbar of blot areas. For example, "dancing," which 
is the most frequent single movement produced, is such a 
response. These recurrent activities are described as "uni-
Tersal attitudes" and include "looldng," "facing" and ~ding. II 
Activities which occur more or less exclusively in response to 
a particular area will be discussed as a -unique attitude" for 
that area. For exa.'1lple, "warmtnghands lf is a "unique F.i.ttitude'" 
for Card III, D 1. No panicular attitude is absolutely unique 
or absolutely universal; the dichotomy has been drawn, however, 
because there are attitudes which occur primarily in the move-
ment responses~ a given area, and these may be contrasted 
with attitudes elicited by many areas (Phillips and Smith, 
1953, p. 65). 
In regard. to FM .. these authors state: 
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A fairly often occurring group of PM responses expresses oral 
and destructive or aggressive attitudes. These are developed 
in FM responses both by' normals and by persons with psycho-
pathology) but in normals appear only VGrr infrequently in M 
(Phillips and Smith, 1953, p. 86). 
Since the location choice of the movament response was recorded on the 
data sheets, the reporting of the same information for the psychoneurotics 
aa theee authors present for normals is made possible and would provide 
further normative data on the sample upon which this thesis is based. 
Beck et ale (1950) present several tables which deal with their 
normal sample's initial response time for each of the ten Rorschach test 
figures. One table includes the medians and Q per card; another, the 
means, S.D. and ranges of time for the first response; a third presents 
the rank order of medians and of means. A fourth table presents the 
mean fluctuation in time per first response. In regard to this last table 
the authors state: 
Parenthetically it shoUld be mentioned here,--this is more 
germane to the reports on the clinical groups,--that anxiety 
shock and neurotic shock, insofar as they are indicated by 
time tor first response .. take as their base the patient's 
own average of first response time for the ten figures in the 
group as a whole. His own speed sets the criterion. HoW' does 
he ••• depart from his own mean? 
Averages screen from view the individual events from 
which they are derived. The mean time for first response may 
give an impresaionof evenness, as we observe the actual 
findings from card to oard. Inspeotion of fiuctuation in 
firat response time as it aotuall\v oocurs frora card £0 card 
in each person terra differAnt stories (Beck et al., 1950, 
pp. 273-274). 
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Since the initial response t1.'ITl8 per card. was recorded on the data 
sheet for each psychoneurotic patient, tables such as are presented 
by the above mentioned authors could be set up. Having a nomal group 
with l-lhich to compare the results, would certainly yield valuable 
L~ormation concerning this particular v~riable and the associated 
meanings it would hold tor a psychoneurotic patient. 
Another type of intomation which would prove to be useful in 
evaluating the present sample ot psychoneurotics is the relationship 
between the number of the response in which movement vas seen on a 
particular card and the total number ot responses elicited per card. 
Besides contrasting movement spontaneity with other determinants, one 
could examine the data to see if there were differences among the 
spontaneity for reporting hm&r1, animal, and inanilllate 1Il0V8lRent. 
Other research which has been reported in the literature or that 
perceptanalytic workers have suggested doing is possible with the data 
collected tor this thesis. Some of this work would be stgntricant since 
much ot the reported resear~h has employed a normal sample. These 
research possibilities include: 
(1) Correlating the number ot M, Fri, and m with the total number 
of R. 
(2) Doing a breakdown ot M, nT, and m according to age groups and/or 
educational lovels to see it there 1s a relationship between 
these factors. 
(3) Correlating the number of H per record (taking into considera-
tion form level) with intelligence levels. 
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(4) StudyinG the male neurotics and female neurotics to see it 
they are significantly different in their movement production. 
(Baughman and (hekin (1956) report a significant difference 
between their normal male and female grollp for animal movement) 
males g'1.'l"lng more FM than fe-nales.) 
In conclusion, then, the purpose ot this thesis was to report 
no:rmati ve data for a number of important dimensions of the Rorschach 
mOVf:fi1ent response for a sample of psychoneurotic patients; this material 
has been presented in Chapter IV. Additionally, the task included 
making suggestions for research which could follow from the data collected 
for this stud;y'. In the present chapter, there1'ore, suggestions have been 
made 8S to future research possibilities which Il8y prove to be of value 
in assessiDg pSTchoneurotics' reaction to Rorschach stimuli.. parlicular11' 
with regard to the movement Naponee. 
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APPENDIX I 
A SUMMARY OF KLOPFER'S SCORING SYSTEM FOR MOVEMENT RESPONSES 
I. M, or HUlllan MoT8!llent 
1. Score a main HI 
a. For hUDUln beings seen in action, even if the realit,. of 
the hUlllan figures 18 qualified b,. describing them as cari-
catures, drawings, "Petit point," statues, or the Itke. 
b. For human beings seen in any li," posture, unless the 
realit,. of the human tigure is qualified as a drawing, 
statue, and so on. 
c. For hum.an-like lIlo .... nt in animals such as tair.r-tale 
creatures or Walt Disne,. animals. However, do not score M 
tor lIlovement in trained animals, such as a trained dog, 
ape, or seal. 
d. For lI1o ... nt controUeC1 by an individual even though the 
subject.'s statement includes a reference which on the face 
ot it tnplies inanimate lIloTaMent. 
e. For parts of human beings seen in action. 
f. For a human face with an expression, provided it is 
distinctly lite like and is not considered a s.ymbol of some 
abstract force. 
2. Score a tendency to M (i.e., additional) 
a. Where movement or posture is only conceded under fairly 
directive questioning in the inqu1r,y. 
b. Where live posture is attributed to a human figure, the 
realit,. of which 1s qualified by making it a drawing, 
caricature, statue, or the like. 
c. Where 011lJ the expression is left on a human tigure that 
is usually seen by other subjects in definite posture or 
action. 
d. F~r human-like expression on the face of an animal, the 
ardmal not otherwise being in human-like action. 
e. For doubtful human action in an animal. 
f. For human beings in some posture but at the mercy ot inani-
mate forces. 
II. 1M, or Animal Movement 
1. Score a Main FM 
a. For aniMals in movement of an animal-like nature, even if 
qualified as caricatures, drawings, ornaments, and so on. 
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rll. m, 
1. 
b. Where the movement is reduced to posture at the same 
time that the reality of the anim.a.l figure is qualified 
by making it a drawing, statue, caricat.ure, silhouette, 
ornament. 
c. If there 1s an animal-like expression and no other 
movement.. 
d. If the movement or :posture is very weak or it the animal 
in action (or posture) is at the Itercy of inan.imate forces, 
or both. 
or Ina.nimate Movement 
Score m, either mAin or additional: 
a. For a moving inanimate object. 
b. Jror inanimate movement such as falling _ter, swirling 
smoke, leaping flames, dripping blood. 
e. For abstract forces outside a human ar animal figure 
which are acting on b.1m in some way so that he is powerless. 
d. For tension or gravity clearly expressed. 
e. For a phallic force accompanying a phallic s,mbol. 
f. For human or animal face. or figures or JIUUIks that are 
horrible, frightening, sinister, or gruesome, even when 
the wording of the response suggest.s that. t.he facial 
expression is the basis tor this effect. 
g. For a human detail used abstractly or symbolically rather 
than as part of a human being in act.ion. 
h. For spiritual, psychic or abstract forces. 
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APPENDIX III 
DEFINITIONS FOR SCORING EXPAWSIVENESS OF K)VEMENT RESPONSES 
The basic definition of the six degrees of eJq>an8iveness employed 
tor rating the amount and kind of en.ergy expended in the movement re .... 
ponses given by the psychoneurotics is presented below. This schema vaa 
or1ginal.l;y suggested by Piotrowski (19,7, pp. 19,-196). However, when 
this s.ystem was put to use, further clarification was ealled for and a1s~ 
decisions hed to be made as to where to place certain responses which di l 
not faU obrlousq into one of the categories. Therefore, Appen.dix IV 
is included as a further exemplification of the way in which this system 
was employed. 
Degree 
1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
Definition 
Every response which expresses clear aggression, whether it be 
a part or whole percept. 
Active movements of whole bodies in which the effect of gravit lr-
is overoome, but in whioh there is no apparent suggestion of 
aggression. The body must move in space and must assert itsel po 
against the downward pull ot gravity. 
Active movements in which only part-body' action is involved an 
in which the effect of gravitY' is overcome with no suggestion 
of aggression. 
Restrained movement, that is, posture and movement that is 
foroibly restrained whether it be for the whole or part-body. 
Active cOJllpliant mOV8llleDt, i.e., responses in which the whole 
or part-body actively gi'988 in to the force of gravity. 
Passive and plainly submissi'98 movements. 
APPENDIX IV 
CLARIFICA'l'ION AND EXM1PLF,s FOR SCORING EXPANSIVENESS 
1. It the degree of expansiveness ¥as changed in the Inquiry from that 
given in the Response Proper, the one given or1ginaJ.:4r was scored as 
main and the one occurring in the Inquiry' was placed in red under the 
appropriate degree. 
2. When two degrees ot expansi'Ve!18s8 occurred in the Response Proper, 
the one which vas seoondar,r was encircled and did not enter in the 
final tal.l.yiDg ot the data. For example, "two men standing (Degree 4) 
there or maybe they oould be danciDg (Degree 2)" would be given a primary 
degree 4 and a secondary degree ot 2. 
3. In tho .. casas in vtdoh one mo .... ent percept involved two possible 
degrees ot u;pana1ftDlss, the tendency vas to score it under the 
more active ot the two. For exaple, "two men leaning over (Degree ,) 
and plold.ng scaething lIP (Degree 2)· would be scored under Degree 2. 
4. "Facing" was not considered a JIlO'ftlIlent response and hence was not 
scored. 
Degree 1 
MI 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
lMa 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
1711 
a. 
b. 
Examples 
men fighting 
women turning up their noses at each other 
man ready' to strike vith a club 
two people pulling apart s .. thing (in an aggressi va way) 
threatening facial expressions ("witches, horrible expression, 
out, to get 8QRe~·) 
inMcta eating ava,. tlove" 
annals glaring at eaoh other 
ootopus poasp1ng sellething, thrashing to get something 
leopards croucbing, ready' to attack something 
volcanoes with fire bubbllng out 
atom bOlllb explosions 6, 
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Degree 2 (included in this degree are also examples of "trying" to 
overcome the force of gravity) 
Mt 
a. 
b. 
c. 
FMI 
a. 
b. 
c. 
m2 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
walking, dancing 
man drifting out of Aladdin's lamp 
men trying to lift something 
animal stepping, climbing, crossing a stream 
animal flying 
animal trying to climb 
.f'lamea, rising like SlIlOke 
fountain sprays coming out 
blood streaming 
clouds tloat1ng 
Degree .3 
Mt 
rna 
a. women talldng over a fence 
b. pointing finger 
o. toot k1ck1:na 
ct. sOllleb0d7 loold.ng up 
e. goblins with mouth open 
a. two am.als playing patty-eate 
b. t~le sticldng neck out 
o. beara kissing 
a. only rarely would m be scored under this degree because the 
majority of inanimate movements were considered as whole 
responses 
Degree 4 
HI 
a. man with legs and handa tied together 
b. balancing, hanging 
c. Sitting, standing 
d. people looking at each other 
e. facial expression (except those which were aggressive and 
scored as Degree 1) 
f. In general, "stopped" movement is placed here, e.g., man 
getting ready' to show people his wing form. 
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FM: 
a. ani1Ilals with horns locked together 
b. an aniDlal on the alert 
c. animals with noses or trunks together 
nu 
a. a bear skin pulled taut 
b. mask grinning 
Degree S 
HI 
a. men bowing to each other 
b. two people leaning over a table 
c,. eU stooped over 
lMa 
a. bird falling through the air 
b. animal bending over 
o. s'liD1al fall1ng backwards 
illS 
a. an object falling 
b. blood dripping from a wound 
o. leaves sort ot drifting down 
Degree 6 
M. 
a. people sleeping on a hUlslde 
b. child kneeling 
o. hands in prayer (unless qual.U1ed further) 
d. arms raised begging for help 
FHa 
a. a dog begging 
b. cows resting on the grass 
c. rats lying on backs 
JII 
a. none 
APPENDtt V 
SCORING THE POPULAR AND ORIGINAL RESPONSE 
Since in the present thesis the concern was with movemen1i responses 
alone, the scoring of populars and originals was defined to include the 
basic percept given plus nt01Nment. There were no populars or originals 
scored for lnantmate movement. 
The following areas were set up as popular M and FM movement 
responses. 
Card Card 
I (M) It II (PM) D) or W 
III (M) W, W, or Da V (FM) W or W' 
vn (M) D) , D4 ' or W VITI (FM) Dl I \f, orW 
Originals were scored according to the usual standard of occurrence-
once in 100 records. For this scoring, as is stated above, the originality 
of the movement was taken .into consideration either with the stated 
concept or apart from it. 
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'fABLIIIV 
Results from "be t-'l'eat.a Run on Subgl'Oupa tor tbree Roracbach Variable. 
========="-- '""""'~-'"---::::-:--~"--'-r:::-:-"""-":"':":;:--'" '". ":::::. ':.:::".:~"" ""C- -_."". - .~~ -.. -. -... ~-. -~-~-, -.' '"' . ,-.~.... . 
Male White 
Subgroup I 
(N • 43) 
Subgroup n 
(N • 16) 
F.ale Whit. 
Subgroup I 
(N • 48) 
S(.fbS~~ tI 
(N • 20) 
Female Negro 
Subgroup I 
(N • 13) 
Subgroup II 
(If· 8) 
21.21 
22.50 
18.25 
23.10 
22.16 
R 
Stgu. 
11.2S 
14.8, 
11.01 
, 
I 
__ ""_ .. - __ ... ___ ,l..""."".,. __ . " ..• 
t. I Mean Sigma 
"" .t
ll
-""" "-""-'"""'-""' ., .. """""" .. . ... "" ...... - .. 
2.05 4.73 
.354 
1.15 
l.49 I:, 1.)8 
2.60 
1.17 
I
I 2.0 1.84 
1.29 
! 1.38 1.00 
I I 
1.77 
1.0 
Sigma 
,.33 
2.24 
1.10 
1.41 
,., . ~.--~ --- - .~~'.' ....,..-
.. -~ -. 
t. 
.$2 
1.33 
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TABLE XV 
Frequency and Per Cent of Number of Responses for the l{ale White Group 
.. --~" ...... --.. .>'~ .--"',.~~ ,,- -,-
- -
__ .r 
'.-
- -
-. II . 
Card Numbe't' 
Responses -------_._--,--
per I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X card r % r % t % t % t % t % t % t % t % t % 
Reject 2 3 1 2 1 2 2 3 4 7 6 10 7 12 4 7 
1 22 37 24 41 21 36 30 51 32 54 27 46 26 44 24 41 24 41 16 27 
2 18 31 20 34 17 29 14 24 14 24 15 25 15 25 l$ 25 10 17 6 10 
3 9 15 7 12 14 24 6 10 5 8 5 8 8 14 9, 15 8 14 12 20 
4 7 12 2 3 2 3 2 3 3 5 4 7 2 -3 8 14 7 12 4 7 
5 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 1 2 2 3 7 12 
6 1 2 1 2 2 3 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
7 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 5 8 
8 1 2 2 3 
9 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
10 1 2 
11 1 2 
12 1 2 
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TABlE XVI 
Frequenc;y and Per Cent of Number of Responses tor the Female White Group 
--- .-.-~-"".-,~ ~ .~.- - ~.--" ~- -- _. 
- - -'.-' - - ~-- -----,_ .. 
Responses Card Ntaber 
per 
card I n nI IV V VI VII VllI n X 
f % t % f • t • t ~ t • t % t • t % t • 
Reject 1 1 9 13 2 3 2 3 1 1 14 21 , 7 1 1 12 18 4 6 
1 23 34 33 49 3, Sl 37 ,4 41 60 30 44 37 ,4 27 40 29 43 21 31 
2 24 35 13 19 11 16 21 31 17 25 IS 22 14 21 23 34 11 16 7 10 
J 9 13 9 13 13 19 4 6 , 7 6 9 S 7 11 16 7 10 6 9 
4 4 6 2 3 J 4 2 3 1 1 1 1 , 7 2 3 3 4 9 13 
, 2 :3 1 1 3 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 3 3 4 4 6 
6 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 7 
7 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 6 
8 1 1 1 1 2 3 
9 1 1 1 1 2 3 
10 1 1 2 3 
11 1 1 
12 1 1 
n 

'lABLE XVIII 
The Per Cent of Each Type of MoYeRlent Which 0eCU!'8 as Additional tor the Male White Group 
-
_'1 ~ IIIa1n If 1J{ • Card 10. .Main Add '1 fotal Add'1 % Main Addt1 'lotal Addt1 fotal AddtU 
----_. 
I 9 3 12 2> 8 8 16 SO e 3 3 100 
II 9 > 14 .36 19 12 31 39 3 1 4 2S 
In 36 10 46 22 n > 16 31 0 1 1 100 
IV 7 0 7 0 10 7 17 bl 2 0 2 0 
v 
\ 
9 1 10 10 20 16 36 h.4 1 2 3 67 
VI 4 0 4 0 > 3 8 38 0 0 0 0 
VII 12 3 15 20 16 2 18 n 3 2 S 40 
VIII 4 2 6 2S 2S 21 46 46 0 0 0 0 
IX 15 3 18 17 3 2 S 40 9 1 10 10 
X I 8 0 8 0 34 17 S1 33 3 2 S 40 I -.,....~.-.---- .. 
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TABLE XII 
The Per cent of r~acb Type of Movement Which Occurs as Additional for the Female White Group 
:_===:---------"-:':----j---------'=====-====;:=:::'=-==.:.::=======-
M III 
Card 
10. t··----------- --------+------------t-----------Main Add 11 Total Add'l % Main Add'l Total Add'l $ Main Add '1 Total Add '1% 
1------··· i 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
I 
ill I 
112 
I I 3, 
9 
10 
4 
7 
4 
10 
1 
2 
18 
16 
4$ 
10 
12 
39 
25 
22 
10 
11 
3 
28 
2. 
7 
14 
o o 4 S 
19 5 24 21 16 
4 1 5 20 28 
n 7 4 u J6 7 
11 
10 
9 
9 
16 
S 
8 
18 
2 
33 
______ X ___ ~ __ 7--- __ 3 _____ 1_0 ______ 3_0 __ .41_3_1 ____ __ 
14 
20 
38 
U 
16 
30 
10 
24 
46 
9 
64 
85 
26 
82 
56 
') 
So 
33 
39 
22 
S2 
3 
3 
3 
2 
o 
1 
o 
o 
3 
S 
2 
o 
o 
Q 
2 
1 
1 
1 
6 
8 
S 
2 
o 
1 
2 
1 
16 
3 
so 
63 
40 
o 
o 
o 
100 
100 
6 
33 
'lABIB XI 
the Per Cent ot Each Type of Movement Which Occurs &8 Additional tor the Female Negro Group 
:: - I 
1---- I 
Add'1 % I Ma~ M j PM 11 Card ! Ad,\'1 % I !lain 10. J Add'l % I Main Add '1 Total Add'1 total Add'l total 
---------------1-------- ---.---.~.~--
I I ! 
I 5 6 I 4 1, i I 1 11 1 3 I 0 0 0 0 t I , ! II I 1 3 10 30 4 3 1 43 1 0 1 0 I I , III 11 3 14 21 2 2 4 SO I I I 0 0 0 0 
IV I 2 1 J JJ J 4 1 57 0 0 0 0 
V 2 0 2 0 2 5 1 n 0 0 0 0 
VI 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 SO 0 0 0 0 
vn 3 0 3 0 4 , 9 % 1 0 1 0 
VIn 0 0 0 0 9 1 16 44 1 0 1 0 
IX S l. 6 17 1 0 1 0 1 2 3 67 
I I 1 0 1 0 4 10 14 71 0 3 J 100 
i 
..... --------~ 
7S 
TABLE XII 
Frequency and Per Cent of Whole M and Part M for Three Psychoneurotic Groups 
--
_.- . 
Card Male White Female White Female Negro 
... _-_ .. __ ... _-------,_ .. ,--,-- -.- .... ~..,.....---.. -~.---- .. --.----~,~------.-<"~ -- ,~-~. -,-,_ .. ---_._._---- . No. 
Pi; Pt.% It.'h Wh% Pt Pt% Wh Wh% pt Pt.% Wh Wh% 
--
"'-'-
-
I 2 22 7 78 2 18 9 82 2 40 3 60 
II 0 0 9 100 0 0 12 100 1 14 6 86 
III 3 8 33 92 0 0 3, 100 0 0 11 100 
IV 2 29 , n h 4h , ,6 1 $0 1 ,0 
V , $6 4 4h 3 JO 1 10 2 100 0 0 
VI 1 25 ) 7, 2 ,0 2 SO 0 0 1 100 
VII 6 ,0 6 SO la. 21 15 19 1 33 2 61 
VIII 2 50 2 SO h 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 
IX 5 33 10 67 2 29 5 71 1 20 4 80 
X 1 1) 7 88 1 lh 6 86 0 0 1 100 
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TABIE nIl 
Frequency and Per Cent. of Wbole 1M and Part FH for three PsycbiOneurotic Groups 
r_· __ ..... · __ •• , .. _ "",~ ... _ . ____ •. . __ . • __ .",_," _.~.c,,_._~ , __ , _ __.._ .. ,.,.,.W"_,. ____ ~_~~_~._,"_ .. __ '"' ..... _""'~~_>'"~ ___ ..... _ .... 
·,·_--"""'·_ .... _·-l '<~-.~".<- ..... -~--- ! - .... ----~--'--~"""-....,...- --___ "'_,. ___ ... ~ 
card ~ .. ____ 1!Illa_Wh:~ ______ l-_~ ______ ._~~~~~.te __ . __ . __ 1 __ ._.~~.~~. ___ .. _ .... _._. 
No. L Pt. pt, ~ Wh Wb % I Pt. pt • l'Jb Wh % Pt Pt. ~ Wh lib % 
---- ... _.-. -_ .. _ ...... _ .. __ . _ ... _-- ._._-----.1.--_ ... _ ... _--_._._._'-- ___ ._ .. ___ . __ i I 
I '0 0 8 100 I 2 61 1 33 o 
II .3 
In o 11 
IV 2 20 8 
V 2 10 18 
VI 1 20 h 
VII h 2S 12 
VIn 1. 4 24 
IX 0 0 3 
I 
I 
2 6 32 
"-""-~' 
I , 
84 i 7 2, 21 75 
I 1 
100 I 1 
80 ! 2 29 
90 0 0 
80 0 0 
7$ .3 19 
96 0 0 
1.00 0 0 
94 1 .) 
71 
1 
14 
5 
13 
28 
7 
)0 
1. 
71 I' 
t 1 loo 
o 
100 
81 
100 
1.00 
91 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
100 
o 
1 
.) 
1 
3 
1 
1 
4 
9 
o 
100 
75 
)0 
100 
1.00 
1.00 
100 
o 
100 
TABLE XXIII 
lrequellCT of Main and Additional M and FM Expansiveness for the Male White Group 
II Expansiveness I'M Expansiveness 
1 2 J 4 S 6 1 2 .3 4 S 6 
- -
I Ha1.n 5 2 1 1 2 J 2 1 Add 'I 1 2 I 6 1 
n Main 2 S 1 1 4 4 4 7 Add'l 1 1 2 1 2 2 :; , 
III Hain .3 17 6 6 4 2 .3 1 
, 
Add '1 .3 4 2 1 1 1 1 2 
IV Main 2 1 2 2 2 4 .3 I Add 'I 2 1 j 1 
V i\fain 2 2 I 4 :; 15 1 1 Add'1 1 U 4 1 
VI Main 4 4 1 Add '1 2 1 
VII Main 4 4 4 
, 4 , 2 
Add 'I 1 1 1 1 1 
roI Hain 1 2 1 :; 17 1 4 Add'l 2 1 6 2 10 
IX Main :; 4 .3 4 1 1 1 1 Add'l 1 2 1 1 
X Hain 2 2 1 :; 9 1, 6 4 A.dd'l 2 , J :; 
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TAB1& XXIV 
F.req:aency o~ Main and Additional M and I'M' Expansiwnes8 for the Female White Group 
M EJcpansi"ftm688 PM Expanai venNS 
1 2 3 4 S 6 1 2 3 4 S 6 
I Main 4 S 2 1 2 Add '1 2 4 1 1 10 2 4 
II Ka1n 1 S 1 6 6 8 1 Add'l 2 1 1 2 3 S 
III Main 4 19 S 4 3 1 1 Add'1 2 1 4 3 4 S 
IV Main 1 4 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 Adelll 1 3 2 4 
V Main 1 1 4 2 2 C) 1 2 Add '1 1 1 12 3 1 
VI Ma1n 2 2 1 2 1 1 Add'l 1 1 3 
vn Ha1n 2 1 3 1 2 4 3 1 Add t l 4 1 1 2 S 
VIII Ka1n 3 1 1 23 1 3 Add '1 1 3 11 4 
II Main 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 4 Add '1 1 1 2 1 1 
1 Main 1 1 4 1 6 10 S 10 Add '1 1 2 3 19 4 1 
--
. 
19 
TABLE XlV 
Frequency ot Main and Additional M and FK Expansiveness for the Female Negro Group 
M Expansiveness I'M Expansiveness 
1 2 .3 4 S 6 1 2 .3 4 $ 6 
I Main 2 .3 1 Add'l 1 2 1 
II Main 1 1 .3 2 1 2 1 Add'l 1 2 2 1 
In Main 4 2 .3 2 1 1 Add'l 2 1 1 1 
IV Main 2 1 1 1 Add'l 1 2 1 1 
Main 1 1 2" 
V Add '1 4 1 
VI Main 1 1 Add '1 1 
vn Main 2 1 1 1 2 Add '1 1 2 2 
VIn !fain 1 6 1 1 Add '1 1 4 1 1 
IX Main .3 1 1 1 Add '1 1 
I Main 1 1 1 1 1 Add'l .3 4 1 2 1 
80 
TABLE XXVI 
Frequency ot Main and Additional m Expansiveness tor Three Groups of Psychoneuroties 
-. 
-
Male White femal.e White Female Negro 
1 2 .3 4 S 6 1 2 .3 4 S 6 1 2 .3 4 S 6 
--
I Main 1 1 1 Addtl 2 1 1 2 
II Ha1n 2 1 1 2 Addtl 1 3 2 1 
In Hain 2 Add'l 1 2 
Main 1 1 1 1 IV Add'l 
Main 1 V Add'l 1 1 
VI Main 2 1 1 Add'l 2 
VII Main 1 Addtl 2 
v III Hain 1 Add-l 1 
II Main 7 2 S 9 1 1 Add'l 1 1 2 
.I Main .3 2 Add'l 1 1 1 3 
I 
n 
ill 
IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
YIn 
IX 
1 
Sa Op 
1 
1 1 
11 12 
4 
3 
2 
s 
2 
2 
1. 
6 
3 
3 
2 
Frequency or M Projected Sax tor 'l'bree Payeboneurot10 Groupe 
El • Bth 
.... ~.--.~--.<. -,-
S 
7 
12 1 
1 
1 4 
2 
6 
1 
7 
4 
Sa Op i1 • 
l 3 
2 2 
8 l5 
2 
2 
1 3 
7 
12 
7 
S 3 
1 
9 
1 2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 8 
3 
4 
S 
BUl Sa Op 
,~.""'.-... ~ ~.-~. ~, ,. - -,~, .-.-~~ . ...•...... 
1 1 2 
1 1 2 
) 4 
2 
1 
1 
2 
Xl 
2 
4 
4 
1 
1 
l 
Bth 
1 
TABLE XXVIII 
Frequency of M Age Le..,.l for Three Psychoneurotic Groups 
Card Male White Female White Female Negro 
-No. 
C A OP C A OP C A OP 
--
I 1 8 11 5 
II 8 1 12 7 
TIl )6 35 2 9 
IV 6 1 9 2 
V 1 7 1 2 7 1 1 1 
VI 1 3 4 1 
VII 4 8 6 13 1 2 
VilI 4 4 
II 1 14 1 6 5 
I 7 1 7 1 
C • ChIld; A - Adult; OP - Old. Person 
c ard 
No. 
-,-- .~.~ .-------
I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
v m 
IX 
X 
Total Itt 
and FM 
TABLE XXIX 
Frequency and Per Cent of Popular and Original. Main Movement 
Responses for Three Groups of Psychoneurotica 
Male White Female White Female Negro 
-. 
p P% 0 0,: Total M p P;C 0 ~ Total M 1'% and PM and FM P 
>---,,---_ ... __ ._.-
11 2 12 1 6 14 4 29 6 1 11 
26 12 43 3 11 40 19 48 2 5 11 ) 21 
41 29 62 4 9 31 l4 92 1 ) 1) 10 11 
11 6 35 1.6 3 19 5 
29 12 41 ) 10 24 8 )3 2 8 4 1 25 
9 4 44 9 ) 33 2 
26 1 25 2 1 )S 12 l4 3 9 1 2 29 
29 21 72 5 11 )2 21 84 4 13 9 9 100 
18 6 )3 14 6 4J 6 
42 4 10 38 4 11 5 
0 ~ 
~ 
1 11 
) 21 
1 8 
1 50 
1 14 
3 50 
2 40 
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